MAINE WILDLIFE PARK ENDANGERED SPECIES
WORD SCRAMBLE
SEE IF YOU CAN FIND AND UNSCRAMBLE ALL OF THE WILDLIFE THAT ARE
ENDANGERED, THREATENED, EXTIRPATED, OF SPECIAL CONCERN OR ARE
DELISTED THAT LIVE HERE AT THE PARK.
THEN MATCH THE FACT THAT BEST DESCRIBES EACH WORD OR SPECIES.

BELADALGE
AEGLOEGLDANE
ENPEORCLGRANEIF
LAXCANYNDA
BLLATNRDUTIGSNE
TEYLLETLOSPWORUTDTE
XELTOBTUR
EWODLTROUT
RCOUAG
TECXNIT
DENEDRAEGNR
DTHENREATE
TDEXETIRAP
SNRPEECCINANOLC
DDLEIETS

WORD LIST
GOLDEN EAGLE
PEREGRINE FALCON
DELISTED
WOOD TURTLE
SPECIAL CONCERN
CANADA LYNX
BLANDINGS TURTLE
THREATENED
BOX TURTLE
EXTIRPATED
COUGAR
ENDANGERED
BALD EAGLE

Once endangered throughout Maine and the US; this bird has been
removed from state and federal endangered species lists.
This turtle features a ‘helmet’ shaped shell and is found in southern Maine.
The most endangered bird in Maine.
Without attention, a wildlife species with this listing may become
threatened.
An endangered species in Maine that exhibits spectacular 200 mph dives
on its prey; and that is staging a population comeback
Great news when a wildlife species has been removed from any of the
protected lists and has healthy reproducing populations in its native range!
Found only in the remote forests of northern and western Maine, this wild
cat numbers close to 600 individuals!
When a wildlife species no longer exists in a place, like Maine; yet does
have healthy populations elsewhere in the country or the world.
The most endangered turtle in Maine, this species can close its’ shell up
just like a box.
A term used to describe a wildlife population that may go extinct
A species of special concern, this reptile lives primarily in central to
western Maine and is considered ½ aquatic and ½ terrestrial.
Extirpated from Maine by the 1930s, this large predator still has healthy
western populations.
This term describes a wildlife species that no longer exists anywhere in
the world.
An attractive little turtle found in southern Maine wetlands, its’ yellow
spots make it easy to identify.
This word describes a wildlife species that, if not protected, may become
endangered.

MAINE WILDLIFE PARK ENDANGERED SPECIES
WORD SCRAMBLE

ANSWERS

BALD EAGLE
BELADALGE
Once endangered throughout Maine and the US; this bird has been removed from state and
federal endangered species lists.
GOLDEN EAGLE
AEGLOEGLDANE
The most endangered bird in Maine.
PEREGRINE FALCON
ENPEORCLGRANEIF
An endangered species in Maine that exhibits spectacular 200 mph dives on its prey; and that is
staging a population comeback
CANADA LYNX
LAXCANYNDA
Found only in the remote forests of northern and western Maine, this wild cat numbers close to
600 individuals!
BLANDINGS TURTLE
BLLATNRDUTIGSNE
This turtle features a ‘helmet’ shaped shell and is found in southern Maine.
YELLOW SPOTTED TURTLE
TEYLLETLOSPWORUTDTE
An attractive little turtle found in southern Maine wetlands, its’ yellow spots make it easy to
identify.
BOX TURTLE
XELTOBTUR
The most endangered turtle in Maine, this species can close its’ shell up just like a box.
WOOD TURTLE
EWODLTROUT
A species of special concern, this reptile lives primarily in central to western Maine and is
considered ½ aquatic and ½ terrestrial.
COUGAR
RCOUAG
Extirpated from Maine by the 1930s, this large predator still has healthy western populations.
EXTINCT
TECXNIT
This term describes a wildlife species that no longer exists anywhere in the world.
ENDANGERED
DENEDRAEGNR
A term used to describe a wildlife population that may go extinct.
THREATENED
DTHENREATE
This word describes a wildlife species that, if not protected, may become endangered.
EXTIRPATED
TDEXETIRAP
When a wildlife species no longer exists in a place, like Maine; yet does have healthy populations
elsewhere in the country or the world.
SPECIAL CONCERN
SNRPEECCINANOLC
Without attention, a wildlife species with this listing may become threatened.
DELISTED
DDLEIETS
Great news when a wildlife species has been removed from any of the protected lists and has
healthy reproducing populations in its native range!

